
1 Introduction
Two concurrent lines of research examined together suggest an adaptive function for
motor imagery. The first consists of neurophysiological and behavioral evidence that
imagery recruits perceptual mechanisms, and, specifically, that sensorimotor systems
support motor imagery. The second, more recent line, suggests that anticipated effort
influences perception. The idea we explore in this paper is as follows: If anticipated
effort influences perception, and perception supports imagery, then anticipated effort
may influence imagery. We define motor imagery as the simulation of action that
recruits sensorimotor processes, which inherently captures the constraints and poten-
tials of biomechanical behavior (Berthoz 1997; Jeannerod 1994, 2001; Stevens 2005).
In the sections below, we distinguish between motor and visual imagery by introducing
the specific dimensions of sensorimotor coding considered to be supporting motor
imagery. Next, we present evidence that anticipated effort influences perceptual systems.
Finally, we present previous studies suggesting that information regarding motor plan-
ning and effort may be automatically incorporated in motor imagery.

1.1 Motor imagery is supported by sensorimotor processes
We experience motor imagery as the simulation of physical action with the subject
as the doer, in contrast to visual imagery, where the subject plays the role of viewer
(Jeannerod 1997). Extensive evidence supports a close coupling between sensorimotor
processes and motor imagery. Sirigu and Duhamel (2001) had participants answer two
questions involving mental simulation of a hand, where one question recruited visual
imagery processes and the other engaged motor imagery. They found that the absence
of conflicting visual information produced faster simulation times by three-fold in the
visual imagery task, whereas physical cues sped up simulation time in the motor
imagery task by the same magnitude. Additionally, they had patients with neurological
motor or visual deficits perform the task. The patients could perform the imagery
task only in the condition that called for their unimpaired imagery code, and, conversely,
showed deficits in the conditions that called for the impaired imagery code.
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Building on the evidence of shared processes between motor imagery and motor
behavior, others have examined the information encoded in those processes. One
method has been to show that motor action and planning interfered with imagery
when both the imagery and the behavioral percept shared similar physical character-
istics. For example, Wohlschla« ger and Wohlschla« ger (1998) demonstrated that motor
rotation of a dial facilitated performance of mental rotation if the motor direction
and the direction of mental rotation matched, whereas performance suffered when
motor rotation and mental rotation were discordant. The interference and facilitation
responded not only to actual movement but also to plans for actions (Wohlschla« ger
2001). Mental object rotation was slower, for example when hand movements were
planned in a direction opposite to the direction of mental rotation, whether the plan
was carried out or not, and only when the hand rotation and mental object rotation
shared the same axis and plane.

Wexler et al (1998) had participants perform a modified Shepard ^Metzler task
(Shepard and Metzler 1971) while rotating a joystick that controlled rotation speed
of an object, congruently or incongruently to the mental rotation. They found that
congruent motor and mental rotation produced faster times and fewer errors than
incongruent rotations; that the temporal relationship between mental image rotation
and joystick rotation were correlated only when rotation directions matched; and that
the effects were sensitive to changes in speed of motor rotations, where a change in
speed of motor rotation correspondingly slowed down or sped up the mental rotation.

In summary, motor imagery recruits action planning resources that share codes
for the same action, plane, axis, direction, duration, and velocity (Georgopoulos 1995;
Wexler et al 1998; Wohlschla« ger 2001; Wohlschla« ger and Wohlschla« ger 1998). Given
the close coupling between motoric actions and motor imagery, it is likely that motor
imagery exhibits the constraints of kinesthetic or biomechanical behavior (Berthoz
1997; Jeannerod 1994, 2001; Stevens 2005). On the basis of the studies below, which
show that anticipated effort influences perceptual processes, we posit that anticipated
effort is such a constraint.

1.2 Anticipated effort influences perception
In a series of experiments, Proffitt and colleagues (Bhalla and Proffitt 1999; Proffitt
et al 1995, 2001) compared cognitive and motor response to perceived hill steepness.
They found that participants' verbal, visual, and haptic estimates of the steepness of a
hill showed increased disparity as a result of increases in anticipated effort. The verbal
estimates required subjects to state the slope of a hill in degrees after being instructed
that the ground surface was 08 and a vertical surface was 908. The visual estimates
required rotating a disk with a marked diameter until the diameter matched the slope
of the hill when the participant faced the cross-section view of the hill (competence
in angular estimations was ascertained beforehand by asking the subject to produce
angles of 458, 08, 208, and 908). In the haptic matching task, the subject placed a hand
on a swiveling palm board and was asked to match the tilt of the board to the slant
of the hill. In these experiments, in visual and verbal measures participants drastically
overestimated the slant of a hill, whereas in haptic measures they remained relatively
accurate. Dissociation between perception and action is not news, but it was surpris-
ing that the discrepancy became more pronounced with increases in expected energy
expenditures. Participants who were fatigued from running, wearing a backpack, in poor
physical fitness, elderly, or in ill-health reported hills to appear steeper in their verbal and
visual measures when compared with their fit, healthy, younger, or rested counterparts
(haptic responses remained nearly veridical).

According to Proffitt (see Proffitt 2006) the verbal and visual responses tap systems
for explicit awareness, whereas haptic responses activate perceptual systems for visually
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guided action. For example, participants exhibited the dissociation in an experiment
where they unknowingly acquired adaptation from walking on a treadmill at
3 miles hÿ1 for 2 min, wearing a head-mounted display (HMD) with zero visual flow
(Proffitt et al 2003). Any experienced runner who has stepped off a treadmill at a
gym knows this disquieting effect, as though the world suddenly slows down. This
occurs because, on the treadmill, the visuomotor system adapts to a condition in which
a considerable effort is required to go nowhere. After disembarking from the treadmill,
participants who had exerted effort to stay in the same place judged distances to be
18% greateröthat is, to cost more effort to travel than normal.

One would expect the perceived cost in energy expenditure to depend on the inten-
tion to actöafter all, we do not exhaust ourselves by merely viewing distances. Indeed,
Witt and Proffitt (2007) and Witt et al (2004) showed that anticipated effort can be
affected by the intention to act. In a series of studies, with participants throwing heavy
beanbags or blind-walking prior to treadmill adaptation of zero optic flow, the intended
action influenced the perceived distance, but only for distances that related to the
intended action. Participants expecting to blind-throw were unaffected by the treadmill
adaptation (which relates to walking); moreover, participants expecting to blind-walk
were unaffected in estimating effort by changes in throwing heavy beanbags compared
to light beanbags.

Proffitt and colleagues suggest that perception informing action produces illusions
which inflate potential energy expendituresöa potent conservative strategy in a natural
world where survival depends on energy consumption exceeding cost. By increasing
the expected level of effort required to traverse a distance or lift a load, the adapta-
tion adjusts visuomotor processes, implicitly influencing our behaviors. Controversy
surrounds the robustness of the influence of anticipated effort upon perception and
whether the effect is exerted at perceptual or post-perceptual levels of processing
(Hutchinson and Loomis 2006). Given the principled relation between perception and
imagery, answering whether or not anticipated effort emerges in imagery would contrib-
ute to a better understanding of the constraints of perception and to the information
processing of motor planning.

1.3 Motor imagery and effort
Although anticipated effort remains absent from the visual imagery literature (for review,
see Bisiach and Luzzatti 1978; Farah 1995; Goldenberg et al 1987; Levine et al 1985;
Thompson and Kosslyn 2000), previous studies pointed to a plausible link between
anticipated effort and motor imagery. For example, gymnasts took longer to visualize
difficult segments of a routine compared to easier segments (Werner and Thies 2000), and
the time required to imagine traveling a route while carrying sandbags increased as the
distance increased or as the weight of the imaginary bags increased (Intons-Peterson
and Roskos-Ewoldsen 1989). A change in load does not affect the speed of real walking,
however, because of the reflexive calibration of gait to weight (Decety et al 1989). In
one experiment, simulating the rotation of an object by endogenous force induces
more imagery in tandem with some visual area activation, but imagery of object rotation
by exogenous force recruits exclusively visual processes (Kosslyn et al 2001).

To our knowledge, only one study has examined the relation between the absolute
and relative distance of landmarks and their imagined distance. Iachini and Giusberti
(2004) found that the visual study of a layout resulted in encoding the relative dis-
tances, but physically walking the layout encoded the absolute distances. Our study
incorporates readying the motor system for action by having participants imagine
action, but makes changes in absolute distance implicit. This is important, because
changes in simulation time for implicit linear displacements suggest the difference is
computed by covert and automatic processes.
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1.4 General methods and predictions
To test whether anticipated effort is encoded in imagery, we measured the role of
anticipated effort using changes in simulation time for implicit differences in start-
to-goal distances. In the same way that saccade size provides a basis for object size in
visual imagery, implicit distance provides a basis for degree of anticipated effort
in motor imagery. If effort is encoded in processes involving motor simulation, then
increases in implicit linear displacement will increase simulation time. This suggests
that the adaptive value of motor imagery rests in estimating effort for potential actions.

Experiments examining simulated orientation typically vary the magnitude of angular
rotation while layout size remains constant, which means the resultant arc along the
perimeter between two landmarks produced as a function of the angular change at
the center remains constant for a given angular magnitude of rotation. In both experi-
ments, a rotation of one magnitude produces two arcs of different length, depending
on the radius of the environment in question. According to the literature, we would
expect simulation time to correspond exclusively to the magnitude of the egocentric
rotation (a rotation of 908 produces the same simulation time in large and small
environments) but, if spatial metrics are coded by distance rather than by angle, the
simulation time will increase with the size of the layout, because the same angular
rotation will produce an arc of greater length in the larger spatial layout. We measured

Objects A

Objects B

908

Figure 1. [In colour online, see http://dx.doi.org/10.1068/p5905] Layout of the imagined scenes
for the large-scale and small-scale conditions imagined by the participants from an egocentric
perspective. The inner and outer circles represent the room with radius of 6 ft (1.8 m) and the
100-yard (90 m) radius field, respectively. Participants rotating 908 at the center would produce
linear displacement of different lengths as represented by the dark-gray and light-gray lines (red
and blue lines in the color figure on the web).
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the extrapolated distance of arc which would occur only if the effort in traveling the
distance is processed covertly and automatically. Hence, a main effect for layout scale
would suggest that simulated egocentric orientation takes into account the distance
between the landmarks in addition to angular rotation.

In both experiments, participants memorized the positions of five objects in two
imaginary locations (figure 1), the room and field. The room had imaginary objects
2 m (6 ft) away, and the field had objects 90 m (100 yards) away. The imagined
locations, their objects, and the method for layout learning and task training were
identical for both experiments. Participants performed an orientation task, rotating 908
right, 1808, and 908 left, clicking a mouse when they completed mental self-rotation.
We chose this approach to avoid any mental computations that would not engage the
sensorimotor system exclusively, which we believe underlies the estimation of antici-
pated effort. Furthermore, participants preferentially rotated themselves rather than the
environment in studies by Wraga and colleagues (Wraga et al 1999, 2000; see also
Simons et al 2002), which showed a persistent advantage for egocentric view, even
in simulating the view of small, familiar objects from a new perspective. Participants
find it more efficient to rotate themselves to the new vantage point than to rotate the
object itself. We predicted that simulation time in experiment 1 would increase for larger
layouts, which is neither predicted nor explained by current theories of egocentric
orientation (cf Iachini and Giusberti 2004).

2 Experiment 1
2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Participants. Thirty-six undergraduate students participated for course credit (twenty
females; one left-handed male).

2.1.2 Design and apparatus. A 263 repeated-measures block design included two levels
of scale (large and small) and three levels of rotation (ÿ908, �908, 1808). Angular
rotation was randomized, and scale was blocked with the order counterbalanced across
participants. There were three trials in each condition for a total of eighteen trials
per participant. A Mac operating Psyscope (Cohen et al 1993) presented auditory cues
with SoundStudio. The instructions were presented on a monitor, and responses were
recorded by mouse click. Simulation time was transformed by a natural log to control for
ceiling effects, and was compared to a 2 (scale)63 (angular rotation) repeated-measures
design with a between-groups comparison for order effects and sex.

2.2 Procedure
2.2.1 Layout description and instructions. Participants were assigned in counterbalanced
order to start with one or the other of the two scale conditions (large or small), then
sat in front of a computer screen, placing one hand upon a mouse. Participants did
not move from their seats for the duration of the experiment and only lifted the hand
from the mouse to perform the manipulation check in each trial (a pointing task). At
each stage of training, participants first listened to instruction from the experimenter,
then read the exact same task instructions to ensure understanding. First, they were
instructed to memorize the pre-recorded description of an imaginary locationöa small
room with objects 6 ft (2 m) away for the small condition, or a generic playing field
with landmarks 100 yards (90 m) away for the large condition (see figure 1). The
dimensions of the environments were included in the verbal and written instructions,
as well as in the pre-recorded audio descriptions. Pre-recorded audio descriptions were
used to keep training time constant and to avoid spatial cueing from text location.
Care was taken that recorded instructions were similar in duration, and that the duration
of the whole word and first phoneme for each object was similar (�12 ms) in length.
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Once they had learned the environment, participants were instructed on how to
perform the task. The following was the description for the small condition:

`̀You are standing in a perfectly circular room with a six-foot radius. Straight in front of
you is a very realistic portrait of Martin Luther King, Jr. Straight to your right, there is
a deep leather couch. It looks very comfortable and you wish you could lay down on it.
Straight behind you is the door you came through. Its knob is brass and engraved with
leaves. Straight to your left, there is a beautiful stained glass window with the image of
a torch and beams of light emanating from it. Over your shoulder, behind you on the left, is a
table with thick, wooden legs and you would think it was made to support a great weight.''

If participants were assigned to the large environment first, they received the following
instructions:

`̀You are standing in the middle of a large playing field with a clear view, 360 degrees
around you. As you look straight ahead, 100 yards in the distance, you see a goal post
with two long arms reaching up to the sky. Straight to your right, you see a tent. It is
used for first-aid, and has a big red cross on top. Straight behind you is the giant net
which hangs from the rafters. Straight to your left is a flag. It marks the midline of the
field, and is bright orange. Over your shoulder, to the left, is a bench. It is rough-looking
with chips of paint missing.''

The configuration of objects remained the same throughout the entire experiment,
with the same object in the initial heading direction (portrait/post). Participants were
probed for accurate recall of object locations relative to the center of the environment.
All participants produced correct answers on scene layout, including those who later
erred in their orientation task.

Following the learning phase, participants were taught how to perform the experi-
mental mental task and the manipulation check. For the experimental task, participants
pressed the mouse as soon as they could imagine facing object A, and then pressed
the mouse when they imagined rotating from object A to object B. In each instance, the
computer recorded the time from the end of the audio instruction to the mouse press.
For the manipulation check, participants visualized object A, pressed the mouse, and,
when cued, physically pointed in the direction of object B's hypothetical location.

The dependent variable was the time recorded to simulate rotating from object A
to object B. The manipulation task consisted of physically pointing to object B as if
facing object A. For each trial, there was only one correct pointing direction, and
experimenters familiar with the layout recorded c̀orrect' and `erroneous' pointing by
key press, then paused the experiment, queried the participant on the layout, and, if
necessary, retrained him or her. If the participant committed three errors, the experi-
ment was terminated and the participant debriefed. We emphasized the motor aspect
of the simulationöthat is, we were concerned with evoking a strong feeling of rotation
in the simulation. Care was taken to clarify any participant questions on the procedure,
while minimizing practice effects. Training took 10 min, with only two participants
requiring repetition of the instructions (but not the environmental descriptions).

2.2.2 Training. In practice trials we used the primary heading (portrait/goal-post) and
the over-the-shoulder object, which was 1358 from straight ahead (table/bench). The
training was the only time the over-the-shoulder object was employed, and the only
time the original heading was the starting orientation.(1) In the training session, the
participants carried out the same series of tasks required in each trial: namely, to click
the mouse when imagining the primary heading; to click the mouse when he or she
rotated to the over-the-shoulder target; to click the mouse when he or she faced the

(1) Previous research indicated that the original heading in which a scene layout is learned facili-
tated performance in orientation tasks (Roskos-Ewoldsen et al 1998). The original heading was not
used in experimental trials to avoid confounds due to heading preference.
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primary heading a second time; and to point to the over-the-shoulder target as if still
facing the primary heading.

As an added measure to learn the procedure while averting additional practice of
motor simulation, participants were verbally cued to recall the steps in the experiment
task in a simple call-and-answer format, using the terms object A and object B. For
example, `̀ You will be asked to face object A. You will imagine facing object A, and
then'' would be the question to which the only correct response is `̀ click the mouse''.
Each of the questions was answered correctly by all participants.

2.2.3 Trials. Having concluded the training with the cued-recall test on trial procedures,
the participant proceeded to the experimental portion of the session. Each trial began
with a centrally presented fixation point to which the participant made a mouse click
to indicate readiness for the next trial, which triggered the offset of the fixation point
and a 200 ms delay. An audio recording cueing the starting orientation played auto-
matically: `̀ Imagine you are facing the''öone of three randomly selected items for
object A. The participants imagined themselves facing object A and clicked the mouse,
which recorded the time it took them to imagine facing object A. This triggered the
instruction for mental self-rotation: `̀ Turn to the'' randomly selected angular rotation
of 908 left, 908 right, or 1808 from object A. The timer measuring simulation began at
the offset of this instruction until the participant, having completed the self-rotation,
made another mouse click. Next was the manipulation check to ensure accuracy of
the remembered layout. The mouse click triggered a 200 ms delay and the instruction,
`̀ Imagine you are facing the'' object A, cueing the participant's simulated heading and
mouse-click response. This triggered the request `̀ Point to the'' object B, to which the
participant took his or her hand off the mouse and pointed in the direction of object B
if he or she was facing in the direction of object A. The experimenter recorded point-
ing errors by key press, where errors were defined as pointing in a direction other
than the hypothetical direction of object B relative to object A. In the case of error,
the experiment was stopped, the instructions clarified, and the experiment resumed.
In total, six participants committed errors, two of whom produced only one error
each, whereas four participants committed three pointing errors which terminated their
participation in the experiment and excluded their data from analysis. The button press
recording the validity of the pointing triggered a 200 ms delay, followed by the next
trial. Upon completion of the first scale condition, the participant learned the second,
repeating the training and task exactly.

2.3 Results
Trials with pointing errors in the manipulation check or with simulation times above
6 s were omitted. Four participants (11%) were omitted for having committed three
manipulation check (pointing) errors (an error rate above 16% per participant)öa
criterion set prior to running the experimentöleaving N � 32 (nineteen females, one
left-handed male). Simulation time was converted into a natural log in order to trans-
form ceiling effects into a linear function, and was compared in a 2 (scale)63 (angular
rotations) repeated-measures ANOVA with a between-groups comparison of scale condi-
tions, order (large ^ small/small ^ large), and sex.

There was a main effect for scale (F1 30 � 4:996, p � 0:031, Z 2
p � 0:161), with

simulation time 156 ms longer in the large condition (figure 2). There were no signifi-
cant effects for angle (F2 30 � 0:213, p � 0:810). There was a significant effect of sex
(figure 3); F1 30 � 4:953, p � 0:035), with males performing 524 ms faster.

The same analysis revealed an unexpected scale6order interaction (figure 2;
F1 30 � 7:962, p � 0:009, partial Z 2

p � 0:234). The mean times for simulation time in
the large (1771 ms) and small (1778 ms) conditions were virtually identical when either
condition was presented first; in addition, the simulation times in both large-scale and

,

,

,

,
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small-scale environments were significantly shorter in the second serial position of
condition order. But, when comparing simulation of large and small environments in
the second serial position, the simulation time for mental rotations in the large con-
dition (1414 ms) took 265 ms longer when compared with mental rotations in the small
condition (1149 ms). Thus, although the simulation time for both scale conditions
decreased in the second position, the simulation time for the small condition decreased
more. Given this asymmetrical interaction, we suggest that scale emerges as an effect
of practice in motor imagery. There was no main effect for angle or any significant
interaction between angle and scale (F2 30 � 0:771, p � 0:847).

2.4 Discussion
We theorized that the adaptive value of motor imagery is in forecasting anticipated
energy costs for potential action, and expected that the influence of effort observed in
perception, as shown in studies by Proffitt and colleagues, also manifests itself in motor
imagery, because perceptual processes form the basis of perceptual imagery. Because
direction and duration are sufficient to code for mental rotation (Georgopoulos 1995),
it would be surprising to find that the same angular magnitude produces different
simulation times in environments that differ in size, especially when the linear dis-
placement is implicit. In experiment 1, our results indicate that simulated egocentric
orientation incorporates this difference in projected start-to-goal arc lengths, which we
interpret to be an automatic extrapolation of estimated anticipated effort. The large-
scale simulation was nearly 18% longer than was the small-scale mental simulation,
which is the same proportion of error in length estimate in the treadmill experiment
by Proffitt et al (2003). However, additional studies would be required before deriving
conclusions from this similarity. Previous studies demonstrated that motor imagery
and perception for a given action share cognitive representations for the plane, axis,
direction, duration of the action, and speed of the action, but did not show influences
for implicit changes in linear displacement resulting from said action. We propose that
the effect for implied distance we found can best be understood when framing motor
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imagery as a process that automatically models energetic costs for potential motor
action. In addition, we found that males performed significantly more rapidly than did
females in both scale conditions, consistent with the advantage in imagery for males
found in the literature (eg Linn and Petersen 1985).

If the adaptive function of motor imagery is to forecast anticipated effort, then
motor imagery should reflect changes in anticipated effort with the information per-
taining to energy costs drawn from kinesthetic sources. In experiment 2 we replicated
experiment 1 and extended it with a manipulation of load in order to examine whether
or not kinesthetic information is an additional source of information. We had partici-
pants wear an empty or 9 kg backpack throughout the entire course of the experiment.

Participants were assigned in counterbalanced order to one of two groups. Those
in the heavy condition carried a backpack with a 9 kg load of bottled water, and
those in the light condition carried an empty backpack. Having been assigned to a
group, the participant donned his or her backpack and walked approximately 35 m,
including up and down two flights of stairs. When the participants returned, they were
seated in a chair specifically selected to support the full weight of the bag as they
performed each of the subsequent stages of the entire experiment.

This measure offers the best of both worlds. Wearing the backpack implicitly rein-
forced incorporating the imaginary load in the simulation, whereas the chair supports the
real load during simulationöthat is, participants imagined rotation with an imaginary
load, as opposed to imagining rotation while under load. This was done also in an effort
to duplicate the studies of Proffitt and colleagues where estimates were made while wear-
ing a backpack. We predicted that an imaginary heavy load would increase simulation
time over an imaginary light load condition, even though participants would not actually
support or move the load during the experimental task. Main effects for scale and load
would further support our hypothesis that one adaptive function of imagery rests in
estimating effort for planned actions. The manipulation check remained unchanged.

Imaginary load has been used in previous studies (eg Intons-Peterson and Roskos-
Ewoldsen 1989) in the context of traveling in a straight line, or translation, where the
increase in distance was explicit. Our experiments differ in that we use load in a
rotation task, where the increase in arc length produced by an angular rotation is
implicit. We expect main effects for load and scale, but no interaction, because the
effect is upon implied linear displacement. We would expect an interaction in the case
of carrying a heavier load and explicitly traversing a greater distance, but as the rota-
tional magnitudes remain the same, the difference in linear displacement is implied
and no such interaction should occur.

3 Experiment 2
3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Participants. One hundred and twenty-two undergraduate students participated in
the experiment for credit (sixty-eight females, nine left-handed).

3.1.2 Design and apparatus. In experiment 2 we replicated the task, stimuli, and proce-
dure of experiment 1, with the addition that participants were alternately assigned to
the heavy or light condition. This entailed wearing a backpack that was either empty
or loaded with a 9 kg weight, walking 35 m (including up and down a flight of stairs),
and wearing the backpack throughout the study. The instructions were changed to
reflect this difference, requiring participants to imagine wearing the backpack while
rotating. Mental chronometry was compared in a 26362 repeated-measures mixed
design that included, as the within-subjects factors, two levels of scale, three levels of
angle, and, as the between-groups factor, two levels of load (heavy, light). There were
three trials in each condition, for a total of eighteen trials per participant.
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3.2 Results
Trials with error or simulation times above 6 s were omitted, and sixteen participants
were omitted for committing more than three manipulation check errors in a scale
condition (an error rate above 16%)öa criterion set prior to running the experiment.
For the remaining one hundred and six participants (sixty-two females, nine left-
handed) simulation time was converted into a natural log and was compared in a
2 (scale)63 (angle) repeated-measures ANOVA with a between-groups comparison for
order (large ^ small, small ^ large), load (heavy, light), and sex.

There was a main effect for scale (F1 95 � 9:944, p � 0:002, Z 2
p � 0:094), with the

large-scale condition taking longer by 232 ms. There was a significant effect for load
(F1 95 � 4:762, p � 0:032, Z 2

p � 0:047) with participants taking 167 ms longer to imagine
rotating with a loaded backpack than without (figure 4). Differences due to sex were
found (F1 95 � 7:751, p 5 0:05, Z 2

p � 0:073) with males producing responses on average
464 ms more quickly than females (figure 5). In the same analysis, the interaction
between scale and order recurred (figure 6); F1 95 � 94:397, p 5 0:001, Z 2

p � 0:496),
except for a non-significant trend in the expected direction for large scale and small
scale in the first position, and an even more pronounced difference between scale
conditions in the second position. The trend may result from the increase in N. There
were no main effects for angle or interactions between angle and the variables for
load, scale, or sex.
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4 General discussion
We explored the potentially adaptive value of motor imagery in modeling anticipated
effort for prospective actions by measuring the differences in simulation time that
result from implicit changes of projected arc length and load during egocentric orien-
tation. In two experiments, participants simulated egocentric rotation in an imagined
field 90 m in radius or an imagined small room with an approximately 2 m radius.
In both experiments, we found that individuals took longer to imagine rotating in a
larger imaginary environment, suggesting that simulated egocentric orientation takes
into account not only the well-established angular magnitude of the egocentric rotation
but also the differences in projected length of the start-to-goal arc between landmarks,
even when the imagery task does not involve locomotion along the projected arc.

The difference in simulation times in the imaginary large-scale and small-scale
environments is much smaller than the actual difference in locomotion times would be.
The length of the 908 arc in the large environment is 90p=2 or 141 m, which would
require more than a minute of locomotion for most people. The arc in the small-scale
environment is p m, which would require a second or two. So the simulated rotation
difference of a few hundred milliseconds is a symbolic representation of the longer
arc rather than a quantitative compensation.

The scale effect is unpredicted by current theories. However, incorporating arc length
is not equivalent to incorporating anticipated effort, as the increase in simulation times
may reflect tacit knowledge. To show a more direct link between sensorimotor processes
and motor imagery, in experiment 2 we replicated the first, and added a variable for
load, where participants carried an empty or laden backpack. There was a significant
effect of both scale and load on simulation time, but no multiplicative interaction. Pre-
vious studies (eg Intons-Peterson and Roskos-Ewoldsen 1989) found interactions between
load and distance. However, they differed from our study by making explicit differences
in translation (linear walking). Our experiment used implicit differences resulting from
angular rotations across conditions differing in radius length, so that one magnitude
of angular rotation produced two arcs depending on the scale of the layout. That no
interaction was found between load and distance is reasonable, given the implicit quality
of the linear displacement.

However, caution must be exercised before claiming that mental simulation provides
any adaptive advantage by modeling anticipated effort. First, the interaction between
scale and order unexpectedly recurred in both experiments. We suggest this interaction
was due to the implicit nature of the increase in anticipated effort. The interaction, how-
ever, was mildly attenuated in the second experiment. We surmise this was caused by
the increase in the sample size. Future studies might provide additional practice at the
start to allow the effect for scale to emerge.

These studies also do not address whether or not the differences in simulation
time directly result from perceptual mechanisms. It may paradoxically be true that
information regarding task difficulty is not encoded in the motor processes directly
responsible for their execution, but by supporting analytical processes evaluating their
costs and benefits. This issue can be tackled from a number of angles, such as by using
survey or bird's eye view perspective, where there is a degree of separation between
the `viewer' and the `actor'. We predict that an increase in viewer ^ actor separation that
comes with the survey perspective attenuates the perceived level of required effort,
producing a corresponding decrease in simulation time that would occur in simulated
egocentric orientation. Another way to explore anticipated effort in imagery is to
compare regions of brain activity during mental egocentric orientation, between condi-
tions of mental rotation involving an exogenous source of effort and those involving
an endogenous source of force, as was done by Kosslyn et al (2001). If anticipated
effort directly influences perception, then we expect larger simulation times in the
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endogenous force condition, and a larger overlap of regions of neural activity for motor
execution and motor imagery involving endogenous powered egocentric rotation.

Last, a variation on Proffitt and colleagues' treadmill adaptation studies may
provide evidence for a perceptual basis to anticipated effort. A motorized rotating
platform, known as a lazy Susan, would adapt participants to zero visual flow for
rotation. From there, a comparison of simulation time between adapted and non-
adapted participants would suggest a perceptual basis for the phenomenon, especially
if, as we expect, longer simulation times result from zero and negative visual flow.

The finding that males produced faster simulations than did females is consistent
with the idea of imagery for effort. Males on average possess a larger power-to-mass
ratio than do females, and may not experience increases in effort at a rate identical
to females, as reflected in their simulation times. The findings are also consistent with
those of Galea and Kimura (1993), who established that females excel at landmark
navigation, whereas males excel at orientation involving cardinal directions. The gender
difference results are also consistent with previous studies showing males as better at
remembering directionsöin particular, cardinal directions (Galea and Kimura 1993;
Montello et al 1999), at locating the straight-line direction from the ending to the
starting point of a route (Lawton et al 1996; Montello et al 1999; Silverman et al 2000)
and, in general, with the well-acknowledged male advantage in rotational tasks (Linn
and Petersen 1985). Sex differences must be treated with caution, pertaining little to
task proficiency, but, rather, to extra care in verifying response accuracy (Peters 2005)
or to stereotype norms (Ritter 2004). Future studies may do well to examine other
individual differences, such as field dependence and independence, for example.

In summary, motor imagery is a viable method of examining the role of anticipated
effort in perception.
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